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Compatibility
Mac OS X 10.6 or later is required and at least 2GB of memory where 4GB or more is
recommended. If you are working with the H4D-60 we recommend 8GB of RAM.
Only Intel processors are supported.

Supported Products
Images from all FireWire based Hasselblad camera units are supported.

General Features
Phocus Quick offers automatic import and processing of your Hasselblad files, directly
into your preferred image application. The import provides you with a set of easy-touse images (JPEG's or DNG) for immediate viewing, printing or sending to others.
Phocus Quick can provide a backup of the image files in very high quality: Hasselblad
3F RAW file format. Before deleting any images from a CF-card, it is strongly
recommended that you make this backup to allow for the producing of maximum
quality images in the future.
When the dialog informs you the process is complete, the finally-processed
images can be found in the computer’s default image folder, Pictures/Phocus Captures
or your preferred folder if you made another selection.
Imported JPEG images are saved in folders named after the chosen JPEG quality
- e.i. "JPEG Full Size", "JPEG Medium Size" or "JPEG Fast Preview".
The folders automatically created by Phocus Quick are properly localized to the
languages supported.
When scanning CF-cards in the card reader Phocus Quick will exclude images already
found in the destination folder from import. Import directly from CF cards mounted in a
Hasselblad camera is not supported in Phocus Quick.
You can preset CF-card readers to open Phocus Quick automatically whenever a CFcard is mounted in the specific reader.

New Features in version 1.1
Choose destination
Previously the destination folder was locked to 'Phocus Captures' folder inside the
Pictures folder. You can now change the destination to one of your own choice.
Eject card after import
An option to eject the CF-card after an import session has been added. If the option is
checked the CF-card will also be ejected when quitting Phocus Quick without any
import performed.

